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MRS. D. M'LEAN OF HAN
N. D., writes:
"I read what you had to say in
column about pocket gophers.
years ago I had them
in my garden and I got
a can of Lewis lye and
sprinkled it in their
runs, and I haven't had
any trouble since."
That bit of information i8 passed on to
others who may have
had similar trouble.
The pocket gopher is
an elusive little animal,
and he seldom shows
himselt in daylight.
Watching closely his
JJMrlea.
latest mound one may sometimes see a
movement at the top of the mound as
the earth is pushed up from below, but
the gopher himself may remain entirely
concealed or may expose little more than
his nose. ~t Isn't eau,y to shoot a pocket
gopher as the slightest tllovementl near
by causes him to drop into the safety c,f
his burrow, and he 1s remarkably quick
about it. There used to be a theory that
when one heard the click of a rifle ham·
mer striking the cartridge he could
dodge to safety before the bullet could
reach his little mound of earth.

*

*
OTHER SMALL
*

LIKE MANY
ANI·
mals the pocket gopher is a hoarder of
provisions, and even war-time regulations
are u~ely to have any effect on him.
Often the farmer's plow will uncover a
gopher runway which contains mo:re
wheat than aeveral families of gophers
could consume 1n a year. And invariably
that hoarded wheat 11 e>.f the finest quali·
ty. T"1e gopher will have none but the
best, and its power of selection is perfect.

*

*

*

ALL GOPHERS ARE DESTRUCTIVE,
and the pocket gopher is particularly so

in the wheat field. Every farmer is ap
to find evidences of its indultll)' at
threshing time if his grain has been
shoeked. In loading the wagon the pitchfork ia applied to a shock which appears
to be 1n perfect condition, but when an
attempt is made to llft a bundle the whole
thing falls to pieces. The base of the
shock will be foUnd :ltlled wilb earth
tbrown up by the gopher and the bundles ~ be Itidled fro~ the Inside, with
most of the heads stripped of grain.

*

* *

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

MOST OF THE POTATO PLANTING,
I suppose, 1s done. -As usual, preference
in the .wlley ls given to Cobblers and
Triumphs, th<>ugh sc;,me of the newer varletlfs are also r,lantld. A few y.ars ago
the Early ctlto was tbe standard potato
in ttlis locality, and scatcet,y any other
variety was grown here when potatoes
became a commercial crop, which 18 not
so very long ago. The Early Ohio, t un·
derstand, was developed by selecti<*l from
the Early Rose, which was the! popular
potato in my boyhood. Th~ Early Rose
seems to have passed out of the picture,
although only a few years ago I saw
"Improved Early Rose" seed potatoes
listed in a catalogue.
IN tTS HABIT OF GROWTH THE
potato is a freakish plant. Everyone is
familiar with the ordinary methods of
culture, but potatoes will reproduce
themselves under a great variety of conditions. A few years ago agrieultural
journals featured a method of growing
potatoes on tiers of shelves built in eel·
larl. Eaeh shelt was covered with a thin
Jaye:r of straw, tl;len a layer of seed potatoes, then another layer of straw, and
if the bed were kept properly moist there
would be a crop of new potatoes. The
system never reached the commercial
stage.

PRAIRIE PIONEEJ;l.S OFTEN PLANT·
ed po~toes under the sod of new break•
ing. The seed was dropped In the furrow,
the next sod was turned over it, and a
similar plantin1 was made in the next
furrow but one. That wa. all. The potatoes would send their shoots through the
sod which, in decayina, would provide
food for the plants. In the fall the partly
rotted sod would J>e turned, back, and
there, in the bottom Of the trench would
be new potatoes, not very many hf a
place, and not very large, but smooth
and uniform and of excellent quality.
There were no weeds, and potato bugs
had not yet arrived.
SEED POTATOES ARE USUALLY
cut so that each piece will contain about
three eyes. But in years when seed wu
s~arce potatoes have been grown fo-,
family use by planting peelings. For tha
purpose the potatoes were peeled a little
thicker than usual. That worked well if
the growing conditions were favorable, as
the young plant needs to draw sustenance
from the seed pulp only until its root
system has been established.

ONE OF MY JOBS WHEN I WAS
An
old stable on the little farm had been
torn down and the nails which had been
used in its construe,
tion were earefully e:X:•
tracted and laid aside.
They were not wire
nails, such • are in
familiar use today, but
square cut na1Ja slightly tapered, seemingly
of soft steel, or poulbly of plain Iron. In remoVing them fi'om the
wood many were badly
bent, and to me was assigned the task of
straightening them. It
l>a91ea
was a slow job, as each ilall had to be
handred individually, pounded carefully
on a wooden block until it was true. The
nails we
W, and some had sharp
edges w
the ~ers.

a youngster was straightening nails.

lit

•

I HAVE NO IDEA HOW LONG IT
took to straighten a pound ot nails, but
ft was plenty. But a pound of new nails
cost five cents, and If a nickel GQUld ~
saved, time wu of llttle co~uenW.
We don't si,dd much time 1tra1ihtenitll
naila now. Crooked ones ~ more often
thrown away, for they are not c;o clered
worth the time that it would
to
straighten them.

* *

I SUPPOSE *
THAT IN MA],'IT OF THE
European countries people who use nails
still straightf!n t,lle crooked ones,• wheJJ
they are not
in the more pressing buslnSI of
ervatlop ot
material ls practiced
most of those
counU'i s
Jl4ch
thl8
country we
Jtn:o~ans visiting the United States often comment on
what is to them the appalling wasteful:ness of the American people.

* * •

WE ARE STILL WASTING PAPER
at an enorm01~s rate. A little while ago an
appeal was made for care'rulnes1 in the
use of paper and campaips were got under way for the collection of paper scrap
which coqld be used in the packing of
paper board and in other forms for milltary WMt. 'J)le boys of the country did
such a job in the collection ef o d paper
that rep
I concerns w
swamped, and a
t.h'l haven't caught up
yet. Meanwhile You;r IJ.'<>Cer will roll up
a little purchase ln a yard or two of
paper when a few square inches would
serve jµst as well, pd the householder
again faces the prol>lem of ,vhat to do
With, all the waste paper.

IN THE MATl'Jffl OF .GRICUL'tURE
the small faon& ot lSelgtwn, Prance and·
most of Britaln i're lnJ
\rely: cultivated,
every aquant .foot i)t. fettlle
being
made to pl'O(luce . ~~ On many
American far6s, ,ai'tkifllatly fn the west,
more land is pel'Dlitted to remain unproductive than wduld make a complete
Etq:p~n farm. Along our. hlgltWays and
raUroad ~ t s of way there are millions r
of a
of good land which produce I
nothing of value. land ls so abundant that
cultivation of narrow strips and tiny corners would be considered a waste .of
time.

*

WE WASTE MATERIAL OF ALL
kinds. Slightly worn clothing which
could be serviceable if patched gm,a to
the rag-bag. Leftover food which has real
value is often thrown away.. It ls often
id that as much good food goes into
e American garbage can as would suply the average French family.

* *

* THE CON·
WAR HAS PROMPTED
ervatton ot some materials In th.t8 country. Because replacements hi some lines
cannot be obtained IJouaehold equipment,
tools and su.19Plies of nu,.ny kinds are
made to dp duty for a longer time than in
the pas~ and in many cases this enforctd conservation occulon1 no real inconnJenct.

*

*

*

SCARCITY OF '.R.UBBER, AND IN
some sections of guoltne, plus the uncertainty about the polllblli C>f obtaining
replacements fot damaged or worn automobile parts seems to have a definite
effect on automobile ttavel. In the east,
where gasoline is rationed, highway
tra-tel has been severely cut, and even in
our own territory, were there hve not
·-1~ H!n any restrlctlons on flle use of
~ aN tewer cars on the
\ban: UJL ~ whose business req
tberii to ba on the road most of
the tline aay that not only is there less
traffic 6tt- the highways, but cars are
generally being driven at more moderate speeds than formerly. A good many
persons have discovered that especially
on abort trips it mates little difference
wbether they driv9i 60 miles or 40.

MAY 25 WAS TI;IE 75TH ANNIVER·
sary of the first publication of the Minneapolis Morning Tribune, and the modern
Tribune observed the anniversary by
publishing as a part of
its regular issue a facsimile, photographically :reproduced, ' of the
first issue of the paper.
To the modern reader
that first issue of tlut
. n.ibune is a q1,te~r-looklilg publication. It conisists o.f. four pages,
· each approximately the
size of the average
newspaper of today,
with nine columns to
Davies.
the page instead of
eight, which is the prevailing number at
present. 'I'he first' feature of that old
paper which is likely to attract the attention of the present reader is the small
size of the type used. To read that early
issue the ·modern reader, accustomed to
the largl;l type now in common use,
would almost need a magnifying_ glass.
Yet the eyes of 75 years 3:go were c?n·
stantly being strained over Just that kmd
of type.

* *

*

THE TRIBUNE'S FIRST ISSUE "'YAS
quite well patronized by advertisers. Of
the paper's 36 columns, 21 a~e filled with
advertising, but the advertise~ents are
all small, all but a few occupying only a
few inches of a single column. Only a
drug store and one or two railroads
bought space <two columns wide. The advertisements cover the general 1;1n of
business in the young city. Conspicuous
in number are the patent medicine ads,
which altogether occupy several columns.
Madame H. A. Perrigo, of Buffalo, New
York, an astrologer who is prepared to
furnish the best possible references, off~rs to read her clients' in!Dost thoughts
and chart his future for him.

try, and for a time that form of medical
treatment had a great vogue.

* *

PERSONS WHO LIVE* ALONG THE
Great Northern Ftailway may or may not
rem~mber that the progenitor of that
road was the St. Paul and Pacific, and
that road advertised in the Tribune its
summer schedule of passenger train serv,:!
ice between St. Paul and St. Cloud, which
was then th~ ~nd of the line!, James J, HiJl
acquired control of the road, and with
that as a starter built the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba, which later be·
came the Great 'Northern.

*

*

*.*

*

*

*

*

TODAY THE AUTOMATIC TELE·
graph brings to the newspaper reader
each day many columns of telegraphic
news from all over the world. Seventy.
five years ago the Tribune's telegraphic
dispatches occupied a single column, with
a few brief items grouped under the headings New York, Washington, etc. One
New York Item tells of a meeting of the
Union League club which considered the
action of Horace Greeley in bec9ming one
of the bondsmen for "Jeff" Davis. The
club didn't like it, but decided to do noth·
ing ab01,1t it.

EDITORIALLY THE TRIBUNE TOOK
note of opposition of church people to
the publication of a unday morning paper. The Tribune, which was to publish
on Sunday, but not Monday, explained
that in doing this the newspaper would
be observing the Sabbath in effective
manner. It was pointed out that most of
the work on a Monday morning paper
must be done on Sunday, and that the
paper publishing on Sunday morning,
and not Monday, was giving its employes
the Sabbath for rest and religious observ·
ance. Assurance was given that the con. tents of the Sunday paper would be in
keeping with the character of the day.
There would be published on that day lit·
erary selections, poetry, moral reading,
* * *
AMONG THE ADV:l!°.:RTISEMENTS IS religious intelligence ·and news. "Polltics
one by a local iirug store under the head- and discussion of mere matters of busiing "Similia Simllibns Curanter," the ness" would be reserved for other days.
slogan of the homeopathis school, which
* THE TRIBUNE
lists 34 preparations, each a specific for
SOME YEARS HENCE
some human malady. Among them are office will be receiving information about
rc,medies for rheumatism, diphtheria, the discovery in an attic or other out-ofepilepsy, etc. These preparations were the-way place of a copy of the "first ispacked in a case with instructions for use, sue of the Minneapolis Tribune, and the
so that any person could treat at home finder will be disappointed to learn that
any form of disease. Those cases were his copy is not an original, but one of
sold by thousands thtoughout the {:Oun- the thousand photographically reproduced copies ot the original issued last week.
The Grand Forks Herald has had similar
experience. In June, 1879, this paper celebrated its 50th anniversary, and as a part
of its anniversary number it published a
copy of its first issue. Every little while
someone finds a copy of that reproduction and supposed it to be a genuine first
issue. In our case, however, there is a
certain means of identification. The original issue, which forms a part of the
files of the office, was damaged in some
unknown way, and the lower right-hand
corner of the first sheet is missing. The
reproduction has that corner blank, b
even that has not altogether clarifi
situation.

WASHINGTON DISPATCHES RE•
cord the death on June 3 of Douglas H.
McArthur, a man who for some years occupied a position of considerable prominence in the political
life of North Dakota.
Born in Bruce county,
Ontario, Mr. McArthur
came to Dakota terri. tory at the age of 22.
Interested from the beginning in public affairs, he served for several years as a member
of the state senate from
Bottineau county and
for many years he was
Democratic n a ti o n al
Davies.
committeeman for North Dakota. At the
Democratic national convention of 1912
he headed the movement for the nomination of Governor John Burke for vice
president, a movement .which did not se•
cure that nomination for Burke, but
which did result in his appointment as
treasurer of the United States. In 1916
McArthur was defeated as the Democra•
tic candidate for governor against Lynn J.
Frazier. He served for 22 years as congressional secretary to three North Dako·
tans, first to Representattive Baer, then
to Senator Ladd, and until 1939 to Senator Nye. Since then he and his wife, who
survives him, have lived at their home at
Takoma Park, Maryland, just a few miles
from the capital. Mr. McArthur was 78
years old.

*

*

*

PHOSPHORESCENT DYES ARE TO
be the next thing according to one account. The idea is being urged in eastern
coast cities where bomb raids enter definitely into the calculations of the people
and where blackout drills are the regular
thing. Dyes are being prepared which are
slightly luminous at night, but which do
not shed sufficient light to be visible at
a height of 2,000 feet, which is much lower than a bomber flies. During a blackout
persons on the street will be slightiy visible to each other, but not to an enemy
<> Ve r h e a d. Phosphorous combinations
by the Tom Mooney defense committee in
Grand Forks. • • . Rev. W. Murray AI·

Ian addressed the first of a series of
United Protestant summer evening services. • • • The 25th annual meeting of
the North Dakota laundry owners asso~
elation was being held in Grand Forks.
have long been used in alleged ghost manifestations. It may be that during blackouts those of us who are on the streets
will resemble· ghosts, which will be another of the horrors of war•

*

*

*

* *

*

•

*

DEMAND FOR WASTE PAPER HAS
subsided, but in some cities brown paper
for wrapping, and paper bags are scarce,
and customers are asked to return their
used paper bags to the stores. An objec- l
tor suggests that this would be a convenient method of spreading contagious
diseases. Who knows where a used paper
bag has been or what experiences it has
been through?
IN THE UNITED STATES f'.rHERE
have been a quarter of a million divorces
each year for several years past, and
predictions are made that the number
will be considerably increased this year.
The reason is the new law which requires
joint income tax returns by husband and
wife even though each has ·an entirely
separate income. The effect of this law
will be to increase the taxes of many couples whose tax . returns have hitherto
been made separately. The prediction is
that many such couples will find it too
costly to remain married and will seek
relief in th~ divorce courts.

•

WHATEVER HAPPENS TO THE DIV·
orce records, the decision of the house
ways and means committee tQ recor ·
mend the taxing of alimony wlll be l
interest to divorcees, male or fe~le, A
present the divorced person, usually ,
man, who pays alimony cannot deduc
such payments from his income for taxe
tion purposes, and the recipient is nc
taxed on the alimony which she receivf
The house committee favors reversal l.,..
this, deduction of the amount by the pa.•
er and taxation levied on the payee. l
has never been quite clear why the per
son receiving alimony should not pay
taxes on it, just as salaries, diVidends and
other items of income are taxed. ~erhapr
one effect .of the change, if it takes ef.
feet, will be to increase the demand fc
alimony in order to make up for taxes.

*

*

*

\

NEXT THING IN ,ORDER FOR N~
tional defense is the sniff kit. This is
small package of six bottles, each o
which contains a harmless dose of one o
the gases most likely to be used in ge
bombing, if they start that kind of w2
· fare. When you smell something that ye,
think may be poison gas you sniff at
each of your little bottles until you reach
one that smells like the suspected gas,
then read the directions o~that bottle and
act .accordin ly.
·

REMARKS IN THiS COLUMN HAVE
produced information which I am very
glad to have. I have mentioned the understanding that I gained from some
source that the Early
Ohio potato was developed from the Early
Rose, a potato which
was very popular many
years ago, but I did not
know who developed it,
where or when. That
information is now
supplied by Mrs. B. A.
Fahl of Devils Lake,
who writes as follows:

* HERALD
*
''IN* THE
0-Avles
of June 3rd we read
your article about potatoes. We always
read 'That Reminds Me.' I thought perhaps you would be interested in know-.
ing that my father, who was M. C. Reece
of Bucyrus, Ohio, was the originator of
.the Early Ohio potato. He took seed balls
from the" Early Rose potato and planted,
and after careful selection for several
years, he thought he had a potato that
was good. He sent potatoes to a seedsman, J. H. Gregory of Marblehead, Mass.,
and he put them on sale. Father wanted
to name the potato 'Early Reece' but the
seedsman thought that would get confused with Early Rose and suggested
'Early Ohio.'

*

* *

"I WAS BORN IN 1871 AND I RE·
member hearing talk about the potatoes,
but I do .not know the year that he had
enough to sell. I remember that he got
$4 a barrel for them. I still think the
Early Ohio potatoes are better than other kinds, and we always have them when
we can get them. They are so nice for
baking.

* *

"I LIVED *
IN OHIO TILL I WAS
married to a minister, Rev. B. A. Fahl,
who came to North Dakota in 1897,
where he had charge of a church at
Inkster. My father was still selling potatoes to seedsmen at that time. He sent
potatoes up here to me, at one time."

*

*

*

I SHARE MRS. FAHL'S PREFER·
ence for the Early Ohio potato. I know
of nothing that equals a good Early Ohio
as a table potato. Other varieties, I understand, surpass it in yield, and in re·
cent years the Ohio seems to have been
neglected, and many of the tubers, I am
told, are irregular in form. It may not
be as resistant to disease as some other
varieties. I wouldn't know about that.
But at its best it has been a grand potato.

MRS. FAHL TELLS OF HER FATH·
er planting seed balls from the Early
Rose potato and developing the new
strain from them. I know there are many
persons who do not know that the potato
plant produced seed other than the tubers, which, of course are not seed at all.
As a matter of fact, true potato seed [
has },jecome something of a rarity. When
the plant completes its cycle a pulpy ball
is produced at the base of each blossom
and that little ball contains several tiny
seeds which, if planted, will produce new
plants. At the roots of each plant will
be tiny potatoes, and from the tubers so
produced new strains may be developed.
In actual practice the process is slow and
complicated, involving cross-fertilization,
selection, and the discarding of about 99
per cent of the specimens produced. Mrs.
Fahl's father made a valuable cpntribution to human welfare when he developed
the Early Ohio potato.

*

*

*

BURGLARS WITHOUT CONSCIENCE
robbed the United Lutheran safe of $600
sometime between Sunday evening and
Monday morning. A member of another
church expresses surprise and remarks:
"I'd like to know how any Grand Forks
church came to have six hundred dollars
all at one time. I wish I knew how they
do it.''

* *

*

THAT REMINDS ME OF A YARN
that is at least several years old. The
story is that a certain church had diffi.
culty in raising money to balance the
budget-not at all an uncommon trouble.
After experimenting with various plans
without much success it was decided to
employ a collector, and a man was engaged who had a reputation as a gogetter. After the collector had been on
the job a few months an officer of the ·
church was accosted by a friend from
another group who asked:
"How's that collector of yours getting
on, Smith?"
"Fine and dandy," said Smith. "He certainly gets the money in. Only trouble
is he's weak on spelling.''
"What's spelling got to do with it?"
asked the friend.
"Nothing at all. But it looks funny
sometimes. Why, he puts two s's in
'lousy' and spells 'skunk' with a 'c'.''

~

A LETTER RECEIVED BY PRES!·
dent West of the U. N. D. from Donald
Dahl, a recent University graduate, illustrates the accuracy of
the oft-repeated state·
ment that "this is a
small world." With offices in New York Dahl
is charged with the
duty of inducting men
of his district into the
navy. ln looking over
p a p e r s submitted by
prospective initiates he
found the name "Dr.
Alden Squires." He had
never met any of the
Squires family, though
Davies,
he knew of the long association of Dean Squires with the Uni·
versity. On the chance that the signer of
the paper might be an old North Dakota
man he looked Dr. Squires up and found,
of course, that he is a scin of Dean
Squires. The two men from the same
state university had to travel half way
across the continent to meet.

* *

IN SCORES*OF COMMUNITIES IN
the northwest there are those who will
have learned with sincere regret of the
death of Fred Whiting who for some
years traveled this territory selling shirts.
At first an employe of a Minneapolis shirt
manufacturing concern he acquired an
interest in the company, then the principal proprietor. The company was known
as the Whiting-Charlton company. A few
years ago he sold his interest to another
company which took over the business,
but at the purchaser's request Mr. WhitIng contihued to cover the territory and
meet his old customers. This he did until a few months ago, although he was
85 years old.

* *

FEW MEN *KNEW THE BUSINESS
men of North Dakota and northern Minnesota as well as did Fred Whiting. He
came to the territory a stranger, and his
first trip was a decidedly interesting one.
He told me the story several years ago,
and I may have repeated it. On that
trip he was quite inexperienced, and he
was sent out on trial. His first stop was
at Fargo. He knew no one there, but
he had fraternal connections which served as an introduction to a few of the business men. They liked the young fellow,
which no one could help doing and several of them gave him orders. Not only
that, but they gave him letters to other
men of the city with the suggestion that
they also order shirts, which they did,
and before leaving Fargo Whiting had a
good sheaf of orders which he sent into
headquarters.

*

*

*

IN THE MINNEAPOLIS OFFICE
that bunch of orders was received with
skepticism. No youngster on his first trip
could get such a lot of orders from one
small city. It was decided that somebody had been spoofing the green salesman. Whiting was ordered by mail to
come in and give an account of himself,
but he had come on to Grand Forks, and
before he could be caught at Grand Forks
he had gone somewhere else. And all the
time he was sending in orders. When
contact was at last established he convinced his em,Ployers that the orders were

genuine. Some of the men who gave
him orders on that first t.dp remained
his customers through his long life.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* *

MOST READERS OF THE DAILY PA·
pers are familiar with the fact that several American correspondents who had
been interned in Germany arrived in New
York recently, they and others having
been exchanged fpr Axis nationals who
had been interned in this country. Some
of those men, among them Louis Loch·
ner, of the Associated Press, have been
supplying Herald readers with first-hand
information gained during their residence
abroad.
WHEN PERSONS OF NOTE ARRIVE
at the port of New York after living
abroad is is customary to send reporters
to meet and greet them and ask them a
lot of questions. The routine has become
pretty well standardized. Many of the
questions are meaningless, and the answers about what might be expected. A
New York Times paragrapher thought it
might be a good idea to reverse the pro·
cedure, and accordingly he sent a mythical citizen whom he dubbed Eliphalet
Smith down to the dock to meet the incoming newspaper men, with the following result:
"HE ASKED MR. LOCHNER OF THE
Associated Press in Berlin what he
thought of the New York skyline. He
asked Mr. Massock of The Associated
Press in Rome what was his reaction to
Broadway in a dimout. He asked Mr.
Matthews of The New York Times who
Mr. Matthews thought would be the Democratic nominee for president in 1944. He
asked other returning newspaper men
how did American women compare with
women in Europe and North Africa; how
far had they gone in Europe toward eliminating cuffs on trousers; what was their
impression of American morale; what social changes did they expect to follow on
the suppression of automobile travel for
pleasure; and the like. To all these questions the reporters m a d e the familiar
meaningless good-humored answers, showing that they can take it as well as dish
Hout."
SEEKING SECURITY

Over a year ago a worker in one of
the great airplane plants of the West
told us that it was his ambition to secure
a piece of land in this section on which
he could settle after the present rush was
over. He felt that many would find themselves out of work with no place to go.
A little piece of land on which he could,live in peace and comfort then looked
like a good bet to him. We believe he
had the situation figured out about right,
too. When the present industrial hysteria
is over hundreds of thousands will find
themselves out of employment. The ad
ministration is holding forth promises of
social security after the war but if the
people wait for their government to bring
it to them we fear they will face bitter
disappointment. Past experience has proven that the individual effort, multiplied
by thousands, is the only sure road to
"life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness." The laws of Nature cannot be
violated.-Bri.tton Journal.

AT !US HOME ON PR!NCl!:T01'f eden and Phillpplne curreney,
atNet, running down to and beyond Eng• ~ 0 0 0 In PbDlpplne pesos.
llsh coulee, ProfeS801' D. R. Jenkins baa went up in amoke.

one of the largest and finest gardens in
town. In his y ~ o1
garde~ DI'. J'enldna
bu become familiar
with most of the diseases of plant life, rust,
blight, mildew and so
forth, with bugs and
mites innumerable, and
with destructive animals sucb, as gophers
and rabbits. This year
he has discovered a
new menace in that
tuneful and supposedly
'
innocent bird, the
brown ~er, which has been dfding
his corn up y tlie

Da._..

mets.
* * *
ONE OF THE

THAT IS
TRICKS
which has brought the crow into disrepute and which
been tbe reason fo_r
the erection of inn~le scarecrows.
The crow has a special fondness for
sprouted QC>rn, which it digs out of the
hills, and In a few days one crow can
strip a considerable are~
never heard of the brown thrasher 1,eing ad·
dicted te. UM,t
U4 pelther dl4 I.
but In hfs cern
K this spring the
brown thrashers seem to be .fully as destructive as crows.

*

* *

THE BROWN THRASHER IS AKIN

to tile thrushes. Other relatives are the ,
cat bird apd the mocking bird. All have .
the gift of'
gppose4 that the .
thrasher, Hke
tlves, lived
chiefly on insects and
. The
thrashers that invade Dr. Je
s' garden do not come in flocks, but one or two 1
at a time. They may have juat discovered .
that sprouted corn is good to eat, and
they are making good use of their knowledge.

.. * *

CONGRESSMAN ROBERTSON MADE
what seems to be a good suggestion the
other day for a plan to provide more storage room for the new wau.,t.
p. It is
that steps be taken to grfntf
uch
possible of the wheat now in storage into
fiour, thur,enptying the bins of many
million bushels. Of OOUl'lle that would not
solve the storage problem, but every fle helps. If the plan were adopted it
would be necessary to provide storage for

S8'.,.........__......._...,,capactty'
of the mills, and that woul4 call for
some government financing. But as an addition to what is now being done and attempted the plan seems to have merit.

* * *

I HAD IN MIND WRITING A PARAgraph or two about gasoline rationing as.
related to rubber conservation, but I seethat three of our correspondents had the
same idea, and on this page of Thursday's
Herald, Raymond Clapper, David Lawrence and Pearson and Allen dealt with
that subject, leaving not much for me to
say. As the thing develops perhaps I can
get the jump on them some other day.

* * *

AMERICAN FORCES SPENT THE
last desperate days on Corr~r island
lighting cigarettes with $100 bills. Surrender ha~ become Inevitable, and part of
the job was to destroy whatever could be
of value to the enemy. Stored in vaults
on the is'ffmd was a large quanity of Am-

*

*

It ill'

*

SO FAR AS THE PES()&.ARE CON,

would they, or woul they not
ff
'et any value to the Japanese if
the war should end with the Japanese In
permanent possession of the Pbillppines?
Those bits of paper represented the proi:piae of the government of the Philippines
~.
U.
were abol·
fshecf'
'l'he Japanese
would seize all of its assets on which they
could lay their hands. .t\.mOQ those assets would whatever gold or other material of intrinsic value the government
had ,trem which the paper pesos could be
~ In possession of the gold and
sllver the J'aJ)anelle would not need to
care whether the paper was burned' or in
their possession. There is here a question
which the debating class might take up.

A NOTE FROM A READER EX·
presses a desire to obtain a copy of Dr.
Macni-e's book, "A Far Look Ahead," to
:which reference has been made several
times in this column,
and the writer asks for
the name of the publisher. I am afraid that
the book has long been
out of print, and that
the only way that a
copy can be obtained is
on the remote chance
that some private owner has a copy oJ which
he is willing to dispose.
However, for anyone
who wishes to corres0. 1
pond with the publish·
av es
er, the following information Is given:
Dr. Macnie's book is entitled: "The Diothas, or a Far Look Ahead, by Ismar
Thiusen." It was first published by Put·
nam of New York in 1883, and a later
edition was issued by the same publisher
in 1890.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

IN HIS PREFACE TO THE SECOND
edition Dr. Macnie notes that the desire
to promulgate a new social doctrine has
been attri:buted to him. He thinks it necessary to deny such aim, since "the talented author of a somewhate similar, but
much more widely known work has evidently written his bl>ok mainly with a
view to the dessemination of certain socialistic doctrines." This reference, of
course, is to Edward Bellamy's "Looking
Backward," which was first published in
1887.

FURTHER IN HIS PREFACE DR.
Macnie says that his purpose has been
to indicate certain developments which
may reasonably be inferred for the future
with a reasonable degree of probability
and to indicate the possibility of others
for whi-ch there were no known basis at
the time of writing. He continues:
"IT WILL BE SEEN THAT THE
author is not deeply imbued with the
communistic ideas now so attractive to
many. To become the well-fed slaves of
an i:rresistible despotism, with its hierarchy of walking delegates, seems hardly
the lofttest destiny for the human race.
B~sides, granting the desirability of such
a sl:ati! of matters, whence is to be derived the supply of almost superhl,!man
genius necessary for the construction and
safe working of the immense social machine? And granted that such a supply
does exist somewhere, by what means
are the gifted few to be discovered and
set at work, ach at his proper task?"
It will be seen that while turning his
imaginatio1' loose on a fascinating subject, Dr. Macnie kept his feet quite firmly
on the ~nd.

THE CITY OF FAIRBANKS, ALAS·
ka, which we are apt to consider almost
out of the world, has a creditable weekly
paper1 Jessen's Weekly, which contains
a good summary of world events, a good
line of local news, an excellent line of
local advertising, · and a subscription list
of 2,600. The distant city is like many
another in having a dog nuisance, end
the paper devotes a lead editorial to the
subject, denouncing the disregard of
others' rights by owners who let their
dogs run loose to tear up flower gardens
and vegetable plots.

*

*

*

*

*

*

LIKE THE REST OF US, TOO, ALASkans have the dandelion pest, to which
another editorial is devoted. The paper
emphasizes the value of dandelion greens
in the food ration, but probably that is
just intended to induce people to dig the
dandelions and thus get rid of them.
A CORRESPONDENT OF THE

paper throws cold water on the idea that
after the war people will be able to
migrate to Alaska in about the same
manner that others move into the western states about the time of the Civil
War. Then, the writer points out, people
moved into new territory under their
own power, carrying their equipment with
them, and living off the country as they
moved. In contrast the writer, a lady
whose home was in Cleveland, says that
it costs $700 to ship two or three truck·
loads of stuff from New York to Cleveland. What would be the cost of moving
a family to Alaska? she asks.

, ELMO

QUACKENBUSH OF CRYSd
f
·
~l, N. D., is the prou possessor O a pieture of President Roosevelt, sent direct
from the White House, with a letter accompanying it from the
president's
secretary,
M. H. McIntyre. He is
indebted for this recognition to the kindness
of a friend, John F. Sinclair, of Los Angeles,
who attended school at
St. Thomas with Mr.
Quackenbush, Ye a rs
ago. When Mr. Roosevelt entered the White
House in 1933 he sent
Mr. Sinclair a portrait
DaVI·es.
•
of homself, an d prom1sed to send another when he retired from
office, so that the two might be compared and the recipient could note what
changes his service as president had
made in his appearance.

*

*

* *

*

*

MR. SINCLAIR'S OLD FRIEND, MR.
Quackenbush, is an invalid, and a warm
admirer of President Roosevelt. Mr. Sinclair recently wrote the president about
him, and the invalid at Crystal received
the .following letter from Secretary McIntyre:

1

"RECENTLY MR. JOHN F. SINCLAffi
told me something about you, and particularly what a great admirer you are of
the president.
"He also told me about your physical
handicap and quoted a remark from you
as follows:
" 'Why, shucks, don't worry or feel
sorry for me. Just compare my easy job
with that of the president. I think I'm a
lucky fellow.
"I told the president about it, and as a
result I am sending you the inclosed picture which Mr. Sinclair thought you
would like to have."

7

-

.

'

.

RECENT REMARKS IN THIS COLumn about Early Ohio potatoes have
recalled an incident to A. G. Schultheis,
who well remembers when his father
moved his family from near Caledonia,
Minn. to Mitchell county, Iowa, arriving
in Iowa in September 1869.
. Potatoes were very scarce, but his father was able to buy a small amount of
Early Ohio's, Mr. Schultheis remembers
his mother cutting out the eyes in the
potatoes and placing them in a bag hanging them up in the kitchen to dry. The
next spring his father planted the eyes
and in July 1870 he dug potatoes, and sold
the Early Ohio's on the early market, for
$2.00 per bushel as they were much
earlier than other varieties.
A. G. Schultheis was born in 1860, so
was quite a kid, when the above occurd
re.

*

*

*

*

*

*

LORD HALIFAX, BRITISH AMBASsador to the United States, is a serious~
minded person, who is sometimes thought
to have no sense of humor, but in a recent address he cracked a joke. Speaking
of the co-operation of the two nations in
the war he said that Britain has never
yet lost a war except with the United
States, and then Texas was not included
in the United States. Now, with the United States, including Texas, and Great
Britain fighting on the same side, the
combination should be unbeatable.
UNDER BRITISH AND AMERICAN
systems trial by jury is based on the concept that the accused shall be tried by a
jury of his peers, that is, of his equals.
Originally that meant that a nobleman
could not be tried by a jury of commoners. The jury must consist of nobles of
equal standing with himself. A southern
negro share-cropper, convicted of murder,
has appealed on the ground that the jury
that tried him did not consist of his peers.
On it there was no negro and no sharecropper. Some interesting questions are
suggested. Must the illiterate person be
tried by a jury of illiterates. Shall the
man with a long criminal record be tried
by a jury of criminals?

GASOLINE IS SCARCE IN THE EAST·
ern states, not because too little is being
produced, but because it can't be transported to the eastern states under present conditions as fast
as needed. In the country at large there is
plenty of oil. If general
rationing is adopted it
will be to check the use
of motor vehicles and
thus conserve rubber.
In several other countries there has been
actual shortage of gasoline since the beginning
of the war, and even
before the war other
fuels . than gas o 1 in e
Dt1.vles
were used for the propulsion of motor
vehicles. In France, Germany, Italy and
Britain gas generators were used which
burned wood, charcoal or other fuels.
An article in Collier's Weekly describes
the method of obtaining power from
charcoal, which is commonly used in
Australia, where gasoline is rationed at
one to five gallons per month.

*

* *

"THE GAS PRODUCER IS REALLY
a portable furnace," says the writer in
Coll!er's. "Its weight adds greatly to the
strain on the rear springs and you have
to driye carefully over bumpy roads. It's
practically all firebox save for the water
tank under the top. You throw in paper
and kindling, just as in a kitchen stove,
then dump in the whole bag of charcoal
and light it from below.

* * *
"THE BURNING CHARCOAL IN THE
airtight box gives off carbon gas. By
air sucked in from outside and from
steam given off from boiling water, oxygen i_s c~mbined with the carbon gas,
reducing it to carbon monoxide gas. The
gas is drawn through an elongated intake pipe into the cylinders where it's
compressed and then ignited by the spark
plug, exactly like gasoline vapor.

"MOTORISTS WHO HAVE GAS-PRO- .
ducers buy gasoline too, not only for
supplementary use in a pinch, but for
starting. Gas from the producer does
not begin to reach the cylinders until
suction draft through intake is created
by running of the motor. Gasoline can
be dispensed with entirely if an electric
blower is attached to the producer to
push the gas through as soon as you
step on the starter.

*

* *

"SOME BLOWERS WHINE AND
howl like sirens. In many neighborhoods
people used to rush to the shelters, thinking they were air raid alarms. Most private owners have their gas-producers attached to the rear of the car, but farmers
are more apt to carry in on a small
trailer so that the producer can be switched from car to truck and even to the
farm light plant and other engines."

* * *

IN THE PARAGRAPH RELATING
to the generation and behavior of the
gas it looks to me as though the writer
had got his chemistry mixed, but if there's
anything wrong with it, blame the Collier man, not me.

*

*

*

S. K. RADCLIFFE HAS WRITTEN A
book about British customs which seem
strange to Americans and American customs that seem strange to the British.
Among other things he says that we are
all wrong about thinking the British to
be a nation of tea drinkers. The British,
he ~ concede$, drink tea, and with them
the five o'clock tea is an established institution. But he says that on the whole
in England coffee is a much more popular beverage than tea, and that, contrary to what many of us have supposed,
the English make excellent coffee. We
live and learn. Come to think of it, Dr.
Samuel Johnson and his friends used to
meet regularly and talk things over, not
at a tea shop, but at a coffee shop,· and
the coffee shop was the familiar meeting
place for politicians and lUerary lights
for generations.

1

I
1

DECLARING THAT NEVER BEFORE
kl all military history had men fought
more magnificently than did our own soldiers, sailors and marines in the battle of
Bataan, Colonel Warren
J. Clear, of the army
general staff describes
ln an article in the
Reader's Digest some
of the incidents in the
struggle for defense of
the peninsula which, he
says, "every mother's
son of them knew was
In the end hopeless.
C o 1 o n e 1 Clear was
among the last to leave
Bataan. During the defense American gunD-Avlea
ners on Corregidor caught a group of enemy gunners in an artillery trap and wiped
out 600 of their number in a manner
. w,hich brought cries of indignation from
the Japanese press. The Japanese mounted guns on the southern peninsula of Luzon, across the bay from Corregidor. Long
before the war broke out American coast
artillery officers had plotted and calibrated this area with just such an emergency
in mind. General Moore, commander of
Corregidor, waited patiently day after day
until the enemy batteries had been completed and personnel moved in to man
them. Then, at 3 o'clock one fine morning, as described by Colonel Clear, "eight
of our big howitzers began hurling 762pound demolition and shrapnel shells into
the enemy replacements. We learned later that 600 Japanese were killed and hundreds of others wounded."

*

*

*

JAPANESE· CONTROLLED MANILA
papers denounced what they called "this
brutal and treacherous killing of sleeping
men." Colonel Clear says that the haggard gunners on Corregidor, who had endured merciless bombings for scores of
sleepless days and nights, didn't take the
squawk too much to heart. Perhaps the
Japanese idea was that our men ought
to have waked the sleeping men up and
given notice that they were about to begin shooting.

* *

"IN THE BATAAN* FIGHTING"
. Colonel Clear, many a soldier came
'
wntes
to realize that self-confidence alone was
not enough to sustain the human spirit. I
remember jumping into a hole during
a particularly heavy bombing attack. A
sergeant crouched lower to make room
for me. Then all hell broke loose, and I
wasn't surprised to find myself praying
out loud. I heard the sergeant praying
too. When the attack was over I said:
" 'Sergeant, I noticed you were praying.'
"'Yes sir,' he answered, without batting
an eye. 'There are no athiests in fox-

o s.' "

THE FAMILIAR CRY "SOAK THE
rich" finds expression in demands for the
levying of more and more taxes on the
big corporations. ·Those corporations have
assets running into millions or billions,
and their profits, if any, reach impressive figures. The would-be soakers of the
rich seem to forget that the thing that
makes a corporation big is the number of
its stockholders, and if the corporation
makes profits and pays dividends, those
dividends are distributed among a great
number of individuals, most of whom
are in only moderate financial circumstances.

*

*

*

GENERAL MOTORS HAS JUST ISsued a statement of the number of its
stockholders for the second quarter of
the present year, and for other quarters
for the past 10 years, quarter by quarter.
The corporation now has 414,852 stockholders, the largest number in its history. With some fluctuations the number
has increased steadily since the first quarter of 1931, when the number was 286,378.
Those hundreds of thousands of stockholders are distributed all over the country and are in all walks of life. Those
persons ought to pay, and are expected
to pay, their fair share of the nation's
taxes. But to single out that or any other
corporation and make it the victim of confiscatory taxation is to take money unjustly from individuals, often of small
means, in every community of considerable size in the country.

~

SMALL BUSINESS IS BIT HARD BY
y.yar conditions, a condition which is unnvoidable. But small business is the
backbone of the nation's business strucfare, and it is incwn:tJent on those who have
:the direction of war
measures to see that
:the greatest possible
tonsideration be given
to the maintenance o:f
small business as a
~rmanent institution.
M71th this much conceded as obvious it must
be recognized that there
are limits which can~t be passed in the
Davies.
adjustment of war measures to the ln;teFests ot the smaller 9usiness concerns.

*

* *

MUCH RAS BEEN SAID ABOUT THE

istribution of contracts for war ma, e,tal among the smaller concerns of
!the nation. It has been urged that much
of the work that has been awarded to
l>ig corporatiQDS, requu-ing the building
pf new plants from the ground P.P, mi&ht
t>etter have been given piece-meal to
hundreds of thousands of smaller con..,rns, each of which would have made,
)fot the completed tank, plane or other
)tlilitary unit, but parts of such units
~~hich would then have been assembled
~ central plants.

1

*

*

*·

l &OME OF !rllA'l BAS ACTUALLY
f>een done, ad more ot it is on the way,
'J;,ut those 'in bharge o.f the production o.i:
·~ ar material n1ust be guided by the
•asoned experience of industry, which
Teaches that in general volume and speed
in th~ highest degree are attainable only
,n the big plant, every operation of which
Js adjusted to mass production. If the
inethods ot distribution which are some·:times urged had been the most effective
for the production of the greatest quan;tity of goods in the shortest possible
*1,me, those methods would ·have been
'1>ut into practice long ago by Ford, General Motors and Chrysler. In depending
tfor the bulk
of its material on the big
.
institutions, the government has followed
:the practice which the men most experil!nced 1n 1n<1utr7. have 1ound ,most ef.
liicient.
\

· ii: GREAT MANY
* *FARMERS
*
IN 'rHE

U.

tl7nited States live on rented farms and
~are with the owners in the proceeds
the crop. That fact has been the

of which fs needless. Tenant farming
is not of itself an evil, nor is share cropping anything to worry about. To say
nothing of customs in Europe, which
have been accepted as satisfactory
through many generations, there are in
the United States prosperous farmers
wljlo live on rented farms which they
have no desire to own. They prefer to
have their investment of capital and
labor in the equipment and operation of
thQ farm rather than in 1and. Whether
or not tenant farming is good or bad
depends on the conditions surrounding
it, and very largely on the character,
competence and attitude, respectively, of
owner and .tenant.

*

*

*

SBABE CROPPING RAS BEBN DE-

nounced as an unmitigated evil, which
it is not. In some cases the iiractices
under ·which it is operated are tntolerable, but the system itself is useful and
beneficial. In his book "Lanterns on the
Levee" William Alexander Percy describes the conditions under which share
cropp_ing became the practice in the cotton districts of Mississipp*- The close of
the Civil war found the owners of large
plantations with much land and nobody
to work it, and former slaves without
employment. Neither land owners nor
former slaves had money. The share
cropping system brought the two together.

tic. - .

LAND OWNERS PROVIDED LAND,

seed and equipment, and, by hook or
crook, tood for the negroet; until a crop
could be harvested. The negroes turnished the labor. Proceeds of tbe crop
were divided in an agreed basis. If crop
and prices were good, everybody felt
prosperous. If the returns were small,
all shared the pinch together. It has the
only basis on which otherwise idle land
could be made productive and on which
helpless and homeless people could be
made self-sustaining.

*

*

*

GB EE D, BASOALITY, JNEXPERJ.

ence and incompetence have entered into
the share cropping picture. Those things
are abuses existing in individual cases,
and they should be dealt with on that
baa !Jut tbe lhare cropping sy~m itself is still the only one on which it Is
possibie for a great army of workers
. in the South to make even a scant liv•
ing. It, is a system which has proved
beneficial on thousands of northern
farmers where conditions differ mater•
· llv from those in the South.

that ii) his town if one calls a cop the
cop wru come, and that he will do something when he gets there.

I NOTE THAT A SUGGESTION HAS
been made by the national Federation of
Women's Clubs that in pledging allegiance to the flag the hand be placed over
the heart instead of extended toward the flag.
The idea is that the
present salute is too
much like that of the
Nazis. Such a change
for such a reason does
not appeal to me, not
that one form of salute
is intrinsically better
than another, but I
don't like the idea of
letting Hitler shape our
behavior in any particular whatever. We
DAvles
used the present form of salute long befure the Nazis came into existence. If
they choose to copy it, that's their affair,
but to change a practice which we adopted for what we thought good and suffi.
cient reasons merely because Hitler and
his gang have picked it up is to concede
to them too great influence in our affairs.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

I HAVE IN MY BACK YARD A WREN
house which has been occupied by wrens
for several seasons. Some weeks ago a
wren started building in it, and worked
industriously for a day or two. Then it
disappeared. Later, it, or another, started again, then quit. Since then the work
has proceeded intermittently, one day on
and three or four off. I wonder if there is
a strike on, or what?

SUPPOSE
MAKE THE
change as proposed and then the Japs
should begin saluting their emperor in
the same way. Would we then make another change and salute with the right
foot, or by standing on our heads? Instead
of starting a merry-go-round of that kind,
let's use whatever form of salute we find
satisfactory, and stick to it until we see
:fit to change it for reasons of our own.

*

YOUNG KING PETER, OF YUGO- '
Slavia, was to arrive in the United States
last Thursday, and preparations were
made for his formal reception on that
day. But for some reason Peter caught
an earlier plane than had been expected,
and he arrived four days ahead of the /
date set. Because the date for his arrival
had been officially set, and those things
cannot be changed on short notice, the
young man spent those four days incognito. And I'll bet he had a lot more fun
than he had at and after his official reception.

l

* * *

COMPLAINT HAS BEEN MADE BY
residents near New York beaches of people wandering all over the place too scantllly attired, and the city council has under consideration an ordinance requiring
more clothing away from the beaches
than is usually thought necessary for
swimming. One resident complained t'o
Mayor LaGuardia that a man had made
'use of his-the resident's-front lawn to
do his dressing and undressing. The mayor said "The thing to do in a case like that
fs to call a policeman and tell him to 'fan'
the fellow all the way to the station." The
Jnayor of New York seems to have faith

~

IN SPITE OF THE RAINS, GROWTH
of most field and garden crops has been
held back by cool weather. Decidedly, it
has not been good corn weather. But A.
B. Dill, who has just returned from a
trip through several near-by states, says
there is better corn between Grand Forks
and Hillsboro than he saw anywhere in
the state of Iowa. And Iowa, they say, is
"'where the tall corn grows."

* * *
WE SHOULD

* *

*

ONE HOUSEWIFE WHO APPEARed before the sugar rationing board demanded 110 pounds of canning sugar, 10
pounds for each of the 11 members of
her family. She had done no canning last
year and didn't expect to do any this
year, but she demanded the sugar, just
the same. She didn't get it. How can members of congress be expected to deny
themselves gasoline when their constitu·ents set them that kind of example?

J

